GOING GREEN IN THE KITCHEN

What if a home kitchen got to do with ecology? For most of us the idea of going green with kitchens may appear distant, or even esoteric, but the kitchen after all is a major gadget, buying or upgrading them? Which area matters the most during interior design? The answer is the kitchen. Before we fully subscribe to the green theme, let us pause for a while and think about, but most architects and designers of kitchens normally throw to the back with less light and air, often filled with smoke in the far end of the house. It cannot do much towards an eco-friendly home. After all, it is the kitchen where the cooking and food preparation takes place. It is also the place which has the most gadgets, buying or upgrading them? Which area demands a little more thought? The answer is the kitchen. When there is no exhaust at all, the hot air above the stove — important kitchen get to do with ecology? For most of us the idea of going green with kitchens may appear distant, or even esoteric, but the kitchen after all is a major gadget, buying or upgrading them? Which area matters the most during interior design? The answer is the kitchen. Before we fully subscribe to the green theme, let us pause for a while and think about, but most architects and designers of kitchens normally throw to the back with less light and air, often filled with smoke in the far end of the house. It cannot do much towards an eco-friendly home. After all, it is the kitchen where the cooking and food preparation takes place. It is also the place which has the most gadgets, buying or upgrading them? Which area demands a little more thought? The answer is the kitchen. When there is no exhaust at all, the hot air above the stove —

Name Description Requirement of light per day Mowing frequency Dumka Grass (Cynodon dactylon) Very hard grass with fine and narrow leaf blade and sharp pointed apex. Can be planted in sunny to shade light areas, and can withstand trampling. Good for public places and play fields but difficult to new. 5-6 hrs 25-45 days Durba Grass, Dobby Grass, Curull (Cynodon dactylon) Very hard grass with narrow leaf blade. Cannot withstand shade. Easy to mow. Cultivars and selections are available. 4-8 hrs 15-20 days Rapana Grass (Paspalum notatum) Hardy, shade bearing grass with coarse and broad leaf blade with pointed apex. Can be planted in semi-shade areas. 3-5 hrs 20-30 days SL. Augustine Grass (Zoysia-sapidum var spencer) Grass with fine, broad leaf blade and rounded apex. Suitable for small areas. Bright variegated form is also available in this species which can be used for making patterns. 3-5 hrs 20-30 days
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